“Using shear links as originally detailed on thirty columns, it took eight steel fixers two days to
fix the links on the first slab. The specification changed to LinkStudPSR as there was a need to
speed up the build programme. The fixing of the LinkStuds on thirty similar columns only took
two steel fixers one day.”

Dave Cross, Project Manager, Getjar Ltd, Concrete Frame Contractors

The Case for Punching Shear Reinforcement
Flat Slab Design and Punching Shear
The use of concrete columns and flat slabs in
multi-storey construction is becoming increasingly
popular as the reduced floor heights achieved and
reduced quantity of materials required optimises
project flexibility, the use of space and costeffectiveness.
However, shear stresses caused by the weight of
the slab can cause the columns to punch through
the slab if additional reinforcement is
not incorporated.

additional materials and the more substantial
foundations is becoming increasingly prohibitive.

Punching Shear Reinforcement
To maintain a flat slab design, shear reinforcement
needs to be introduced around columns.
Traditionally, loose shear links formed on site from
short lengths of reinforced bar, have been used
but the installation process is labour-intensive
with consistent accuracy of placement difficult
to achieve.
The LinkStudPSR System of studs linked by
rails provides class-leading punching shear
reinforcement around columns, slab to shearwall
junctions, beam to column junctions and within
footing and foundation slabs.

Punching failure

Traditionally, to overcome these stresses,
designers have specified enlarged column heads
and downstand beams - but the cost of the

When compared to conventional solutions, the
proprietary LinkStudPSR System has been shown
to be around 8 times quicker to install and far
easier to check for correct placement - minimising
cost and maximising quality control.

The LinkStudPSR System
The System
All LinkStudPSR studs are manufactured from
CARES certified, 500N/mm² minimum yield strength,
deformed carbon steel which has a greater overall
surface area than smooth bar optimising the
stud’s mechanical anchoring properties within
the concrete.
To gain CARES approval, full traceability has to be
proven throughout the supply chain. The deformation in the bar is a signature of the grade of
steel used and provides traceability to the mill of its
origin and the specific rolls used in its manufacture.
Competitive studs, manufactured from smooth bar,
have no such material traceability and therefore
cannot meet the CARES approval criteria.

Each stud is upset forged at both ends with the stud
heads formed to three times the diameter of the
bar to achieve an optimum bond. These doubleheaded shear studs are linked by rails which have no
structural properties and are used purely to ensure
the accurate configuration and ease of placement of
the studs.
The studs are arranged around a column or abut to
shearwalls in a pre-determined pattern of rails in
line with the design code specified - the number of
studs in each rail and the number of rails utilised
being determined by calculations based on the
depth of the slab.

FULL MANUFACTURE AT OUR UK FACTORY

System Advantages
Full CARES Certification
• Tested, approved and certified by CARES to be
fully compliant with EC2 design codes while
being fully compatible with the outgoing
BS8110 design code
• Manufactured under a CARES independentlyaudited and certified BN EN ISO9001: 2008
quality management system
• Use of deformed bar ensures full compliance
with CARES approved steel specification
• Every batch of LinkStudPSR supplied with a
CARES Certificate of Conformity in respect of
tensile strength
UK Manufacture
• Local manufacture ensures prompt delivery to
meet call-off requirements with lower
environmental impact and simpler
administration

Free Optimised Design Service
• Free design service including full calculations
and design layouts
• Free access to the LinkStudPSR Design Online
programme
• Free access to LinkStudPSR Design Manuals to
EC2 and BS8110 design codes
Quick & Easy Fixing
• Around 8 times quicker to install than
traditional shear links
• Easier to check once in position, improving
on-site quality control and reducing the risk of
costly errors
Specialist Support & Technical Back-up
• Full support service provided by experienced
in-house Structural Engineers focused
exclusively on punching shear reinforcement

Design Methodology & Design Service
Design Methodology
The LinkStudPSR design methodology to EC2 design standard has been fully tested and is approved by
CARES. The design methodology follows the four-step process summarised below. For full descriptions,
equations and drawings, please refer to the LinkStudPSR Design Manual to EC2.

Step 1 - Punching shear at the loaded area face
The first step is to check if (vEd 0) - the design value of the
shear stress at the loaded area face (column or pile)
- can be resisted by (vRd.max) - the concrete punching
shear resistance.

Step 3 - Punching shear at the basic control
perimeter with reinforcement
If punching shear reinforcement is required, the uout
perimeter must be located, beyond which the concrete
can resist shear stress itself.

Calculation of the design value of the shear stress must
take account of the loaded area shape, the distance to
the nearest edge, the value of direct shear force, any
bending moments (if present) and the effective depth of
the slab.

The area inside the uout perimeter must be in-filled with
punching shear reinforcement calculated as per the
basic control perimeter taking into account the detailing
rules described in Step 4.

The concrete punching shear resistance at the loaded
area face depends on compressive concrete strength
and factors. In case of failure at the loaded area face the
input data must be changed.

The first stud should be placed within 0.35d to 0.5d
from the loaded area face,

Step 2 - Punching shear at the basic control
perimeter without reinforcement
This step is to determine if punching shear
reinforcement is required.
According to EC2, if (vEd 1) - the design value punching
shear stress at the basic control perimeter (2d from the
loaded area face) - is greater than (vRd.c) - the concrete
punching shear resistance - punching shear
reinforcement is required.
If it is not, no further action is required.

Step 4 - Shear reinforcement detailing rules.

The last stud should be placed at a distance not greater
than 1.5d within the uout perimeter.
There should be a minimum of two perimeters of
reinforcement.
The radial spacing of the shear reinforcement should
not exceed 0.75d.
The tangential spacing of the shear reinforcement
should not exceed 1.5d within the basic control
perimeter and 2d outside the basic control perimeter.

Design Manuals
The cornerstone of the LinkStudPSR offer is the expertise of our in-house structural engineering team
who have unparalleled experience in designing punching reinforcement systems.
Their understanding of the intricacies and complexities of the EC2 and BS8110 design codes has
allowed them to produce what many accept to be the definitive manuals for PSR design.
Regularly updated, the LinkStudPSR Design Manuals are available to all customers as part of the
unmatched LinkStudPSR design support package.

Design Service
LinkStudPSR Limited offers a choice of two free design services for the LinkStudPSR System based on
EC2 or BS 8110 design codes.
In-House Design Service

LinkStudPSR Design Online

In order to produce calculations and design details
for you, our Design Engineers will require you to
provide certain data and information via the
LinkStudPSR website including - the column key
plan, slab thickness, top / bottom cover, column
loads and top reinforcement details, and of
course, which code you would like us to work to.

LinkStudPSR Design Online is our bespoke online
design programme, which you can use to create
your own calculations and design details.

Once this information is received we can produce
calculations and LinkStudPSR location plans which
we will then send to the Consulting Engineer for
checking. Once approved, the bespoke
LinkStudPSR System can be manufactured and
sent to site within days.
Alternatively, existing link designs can be
converted to LinkStudPSR on a like-for-like steel
area basis, without the need for Engineers to do
any further design calculations.

Following your inputs, this programme
automatically calculates the most cost-effective
LinkStudPSR solution for your project providing a
detailed calculation sheet showing the
LinkStudPSR specification for each column and
detailed drawings for the arrangement of the
LinkStudPSR for the location.
LinkStudPSR will be designed in accordance with
EC2, irrespective of whether the structure is
designed to EC2 or the outgoing BS8110 design
standards.
If PSR designed to BS8110 is required, please
contact our technical team.

Installation
The LinkStudPSR System is quick and easy to install
While the system can be fitted ‘Top Down’ (after T1 and T2 reinforcement) or ‘Bottom Up’ (before T1 and T2
reinforcement), LinkStudPSR Limited recommends ‘Top Down’ fixing to avoid the possibility of misplacement
during the installation of the main reinforcement.

‘Top Down’ Fixing Methodology
1. Fix main reinforcement in position
2. Place LinkStudPSR rails around the column to
the specified layout detail

3. Pass the studs through the reinforcement grid
and rest the stud rails on the top layer of
reinforcement
4. Wire tie rails to main reinforcement

‘Bottom Up’ Fixing Methodology
1. Wire tie stud rails to concrete spacers in order to
maintain cover
2. Place LinkStudPSR rails around the column to
the specified layout detail

3. Nail to the formwork through the gap between
the twin rails
4. Fix main reinforcement in position

